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OPENING  STATEMENTS

Hafez Ghanem 
Vice President for the Middle East and North Africa
The World Bank Group (WBG)

It is essential to actively engage and commit youth to a constructive purpose in 
order to bring sustainable hope, stability and growth in the Middle East and North 
Africa (MENA) region. Investing in youth responds to a direct request from many 
stakeholders and is at the core of our development agenda. Looking ahead, the 
WBG strategy aims to engage with the youth and the civil societies at large in 
order to assist them in translating the energy of youth into behavioral, political, 
and economic change for the public good. 

More than ever, the young men and women of the Middle East and North Africa 
region feel victims of social, economic and political exclusion. This challenge was 
at the heart of the Arab uprisings and remains one of the main drivers of fragility 
across the MENA region. Today, the youth are among the most vulnerable 
groups and form a large cohort of the 15 million Syrian refugees fleeing war and 
destruction. Similarly, youth are at an increasing risk of becoming radicalized. 
Most notably, high levels of young male unemployment trigger economic and 
social exclusion, which can be a driver for violent extremism.

More specifically, the MENA region combines the world’s youngest population 
with the world’s highest unemployment and underemployment rates. Nearly one 
fifth of the Arab Youth is neither educated, trained nor employed. Unsurprisingly, 
the annual Arab Youth Survey (2016), conducted in 16 countries of the region, 
reveals that the lack of jobs and opportunities is perceived as the number 
one issue that drives young men and women to radicalize and join violent 
movements. An overwhelming majority feels it has little or no opportunities to 
utilize their education to be part of a skilled private sector labor force, and severe 
disincentives to innovate and create new small and medium enterprises that 
are the engines of economic growth. Even more so, recent studies highlight the 
finding that unemployment among the educated leads to a greater probability to 
hold radical ideas. 
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Elevating the voice of the youth and expanding their access to opportunities is 
therefore more essential than ever in the MENA region. It is also one of the most 
powerful instruments to address the humanitarian and development challenges 
posed by the refugee crisis. In such a context of great instability, the demographic 
and economic challenges call for collective action to tap into non-violent pro-
youth and youth-led initiatives and leverage partnerships, finance and knowledge 
to support and promote them.

The Center for Mediterranean Integration (CMI) has an instrumental role to 
foster dialogue between the two rims of the Mediterranean and to contribute to 
placing an enhanced focus on youth.  The CMI has been successful at building 
partnerships, supporting multi-country cooperation and acting as a platform for 
dialogue. It has also provided a neutral and inclusive setting to facilitate South-
South exchanges. This is much needed today to bring down the barriers and 
enhance dialogue and cooperation in the Mediterranean region. 
 
Peace, stability and democracy in the Arab world will be achieved only if all 
the citizens of MENA, particularly youth, are fully included in their countries’ 
economy and society and if they feel that their voices are heard in the various 
institutions of governance.  The CMI represents a unique space for dialogue 
among policy makers, youth groups and civil societies to explore further avenues 
for youth inclusion in the region. I strongly believe that the tumultuous context of 
the MENA region warrants the open and inclusive platform of the CMI and that 
we should all join in the effort of consolidating the Center.
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Our world is witnessing a paradigm shift in development thinking, as well as 
development action. Countries across the globe have committed themselves to 
pursuing development agendas that will achieve both inclusive and sustainable 
growth, while protecting the planet. 
 
Building on the powerful momentum for transformational change in Egypt, 
the Government has embarked on an ambitious economic and social reform 
program. This program is reflected in a comprehensive package of policies 
and projects aiming to build a strong foundation for inclusive and sustainable 
development through boosting growth, productivity, and investment. We have 
taken bold strides, yet the road ahead is still long. Addressing our common 
challenges and achieving our aspirations requires the collective efforts of all, in 
the spirit of shared responsibility. This can only be achieved through the sharing 
of knowledge and experiences, finding innovative financing methods, capacity 
strengthening, know-how and technology transfer. A strengthened regional 
dialogue and reinforced cooperation will most certainly act as a catalyst for 
identifying the best solutions. 
 
We are pleased to be one of the founding members of the Center for 
Mediterranean Integration (CMI). We joined CMI in 2009 with the aim of 
enhancing mutually-beneficial cooperation and strong integration with other 
Mediterranean nations, through the exchange of knowledge, ideas, and best 
practices, in order to identify solutions needed to address the key challenges 
facing the region. 
 
Through this key knowledge-sharing platform, Egypt has collaborated with 
regional partners on important topics such as innovation in the Mediterranean 

Her Excellency Dr. Sahar Nasr 
Minister of International Cooperation
Arab Republic of Egypt
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region. Innovation and entrepreneurship go hand in hand, and together 
significantly contribute to creating jobs and achieving prosperity. Innovation 
today is both the foundation and catalyst for economic progress. It improves 
quality, increases productivity, and accelerates growth. We realize that 
encouraging innovation is a sure way of addressing unemployment and 
successfully competing in the global economy. 
 
The region is at a critical juncture in its history, and more needs to be done to 
tap into its unique geographical location and unleash its growth potential. With 
the extension of its MOU, CMI has started a promising new episode, and we 
are pleased that youth have been chosen as the strategic focus. The MENA 
region has a very large young population, and in Egypt almost half our citizens 
are below the age of 25. This is why the Government of Egypt has positioned 
youth at the core of its development agenda, taking all measures necessary to 
address their immediate, as well as future needs, especially jobs. We are keen 
to empower young people as drivers of economic and social development. 
 
The Year 2016 has been declared as “The Year of Youth” in Egypt. For this very 
special occasion, a number of significant steps have been taken, including the 
plan to allocate 20 percent of all loans financed by the Central Bank of Egypt in 
the next four years to youth start-ups, to unlock their powerful entrepreneurial 
potential. This is expected to benefit an estimate of 350 thousands companies 
and provide four million new jobs. To facilitate the access of young people to 
knowledge, the “Bank of Knowledge” has been launched—an initiative that aims 
to provide free access to on-line knowledge resources.
 
Together we must work to achieve our common goals, to guarantee that all 
humans can accomplish their potential in dignity and equality, in a healthy 
environment, and to secure a better future for humanity. For that reason, 
Egypt is committed to being an active member of this important platform, to 
further efforts to achieve CMI’s goal of “an inclusive, integrated, and stable 
region” through broader engagement and dialogue, and the enhancement of 
knowledge-sharing. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my fellow CMI members and 
development partners. We look forward to strengthened cooperation towards 
our common goals and success in our joint efforts to promote a better future for 
our countries and the region at large. 
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The MENA region offers a telling illustration of the relevance of the climate and 
sustainable development agendas adopted in 2015. Why has last year proved 
groundbreaking? First, the Paris Climate conference saw the recognition that 
international cooperation is key in assisting each country to find and sustain 
its own climate-smart development path. In this respect, the countries on the 
shores of the Mediterranean sea share a common history and know intimately 
that only cooperation and dialogue favor shared prosperity. Second, the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) recognized that the categories of old no 
longer hold in face of the collective challenges to preserve our planet and offer 
prosperity for all: all countries must strive to achieve the 17 Objectives with 
inclusive and fair policies, yet no country should be left behind in this collective 
endeavor. The Mediterranean peoples, rich with cultural, economic and social 
diversity, made clear that the political and societal transformations at work 
demand effective, accountable and inclusive institutions in the spirit of SDG 16.  
Thirdly, financial flows must come from all available sources, to shift the world 
onto a stable, climate-compatible, and equitable path. Economic and social 
integration across the Mediterranean sea must clearly meet this objective. 

The CMI is a perfect illustration of the difference that global partnerships, as 
called for in SDG 17, can make. The Agence Française de Développement 
(AFD) is honored to have stood alongside the CMI since its inception, 
supporting its role as a leading multi-actor platform fostering strategic 
partnerships among the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Our DNA as 
a development bank is to be partner-driven. AFD thrives on local demand. 
Projects are originated in-country by our partners. Our job is to assist them 
in the entire life cycle of projects, from design – making them bankable, to 
delivery – making sure they have a developmental impact and increase 

Remy Rioux
Chief Executive Officer 
Agence Française de Développement (AFD)
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people’s opportunities. The paradigm shift in the development agenda requires 
that we share solutions with each other, that we learn from each other. We are 
partners on an equal footing facing the collective challenges ahead of us. This is 
sheer realism.  This is the raison d’être of the CMI.

AFD works with the CMI on projects aimed at enhancing sustainable transport, 
inclusive urbanization, water sector management, employment and social 
protection, local governance and civic participation. Our training center, the 
CEFEB, based in Marseille as well, offers a space for exchanging experiences 
and expertise from these projects. Active in the MENA region for many 
decades, AFD has geared up its support to the region since 2011 and invested 
more than 5,5 billion Euros in some 173 projects.  Our strategy in the region 
focuses on the promotion of sustainable growth and the creation of decent 
jobs, adaptation to climate change and the preservation of the area’s rich but 
vulnerable ecosystems, and the reinforcement of social cohesion through better 
professional insertion of the youth and the welcoming of displaced populations. 
AFD thus shares CMI’s focus on the youth, through quality education and 
professional training. Social inclusion today also requires us to offer assistance 
to the displaced people and host populations in the region. For example, 
since 2013, AFD has provided a regional facility for NGOs to enhance local 
infrastructure as well as social integration through education and dialogue 
for these populations. Five projects have been financed to date, covering 27 
municipalities and 12 NGOs from Lebanon, Jordan and France. This is a simple 
but concrete illustration of the convergence of AFD’s activities with the vision of 
the CMI for the region’s future. 

Cooperation around the Mediterranean must be scaled up. AFD’s partnership 
with the CMI builds on the conviction that shared objectives at the international 
level must translate into projects that have a positive impact at the local level. 
Building sustainable cities, developing resilience through inclusion of the youth 
and the provision of economic opportunities for all, are strongly needed for the 
Mediterranean region. Civil societies are organizing to cope with the challenges 
ahead. They expect local and national authorities to act decisively and without 
delay. The transition to sustainable, inclusive development is an imperative 
for the region as it is for the world at large. A more integrated and cohesive 
Mediterranean region could pave the way to sustainable development and 
allow the area to become the cradle of renewed civilization in the years to 
come. AFD stands committed, along with CMI and its partners, to continue to 
deliver its contribution to this process for the benefit of the Mediterranean peoples. 
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The demographic clock is ticking on both sides of the Mediterranean – from an 
aging workforce on one end to a workforce surplus on the other. Yet whatever 
the demographic dynamics, the Mediterranean space is facing an incredible 
challenge: providing a safe, buoyant and prosperous future for its youth, which 
would benefit its societies, their economic development, and progress. 
 
One cannot think of building a thriving future for the youth without addressing 
two main challenges: the first one is education, and how to prepare young 
people for the jobs of tomorrow that do not exist today, and the second one is 
building the economy of tomorrow: the digital economy, the fastest growing 
sector worldwide, the main driver of innovation and economic growth for the 
next 50 years. 
 
The CMI has the ambition to become the platform for the youth in the 
Mediterranean space; this ambition has never been as relevant as today. This 
platform will have to address the two challenges highlighted above in order to 
succeed: education and technology. The challenge becomes even bigger if we 
take into account the fact that there is competition for the Mediterranean youth. 
 
Locally, radical groups and parties to various conflicts have identified them as 
vulnerable targets to recruit; a recent survey has uncovered that the youth 
consider the lack of jobs and opportunities as the number one recruitment driver 
for Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Internationally, the war for talent 
might deprive the Mediterranean region of its best role models as many flee for 
better opportunities: the top three countries where Arab youth would like to live, 
if given the opportunity, are the United Arab Emirates followed by the United 
States and Germany. It takes everyone interested in the Mediterranean  

Hala Fadel
Founding Partner, Leap Ventures 
Chair, MIT Enterprise Forum of the Pan-Arab Region
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to contribute to this platform, from local families to their diaspora, from the 
private sector to governments. It is a collective effort.
 
As a venture capitalist from the Mediterranean, I can only think of one way 
forward: promote an entrepreneurship culture among our youth. On the 
education front, the skills and values of entrepreneurship are very clear: problem 
solving, critical thinking, teamwork and risk taking. Needless to say these traits 
are very different from those promoted by the current educational systems and 
programs, which are in dire need of reform. Over 40 percent of entrepreneurs 
in the region identify finding the right skills as the top challenge in their hiring 
process, and most of these skills are soft skills like the ones mentioned above. 
On the technology front, the Mediterranean comprises the countries with the 
least investment and spending as a percentage of GDP in the technology sectors 
(0.4‰), with the exception of Israel (6‰). This ratio is ten times lower than in the 
US for example (4‰). This needs to change and public money needs to show the 
way and attract private sector investors with them. 
 
The diversity of resources and talent around the Mediterranean together 
with its geographical location makes it an ideal space for innovation and 
entrepreneurship. The CMI can be an agent of cross-fertilization and a catalyst for 
knowledge sharing and exchange involving all parties and stakeholders. 
 
Digital technology is an exponential force that could provide the Mediterranean 
with unprecedented economic growth opportunities if the right investments 
in education and entrepreneurship are made no later than today. The CMI is 
uniquely positioned to be the catalyst for such a youth-led economic revolution 
and to bring around the table all the stakeholders that can empower the youth to 
build a better tomorrow. 
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Half way into its third phase, running from 2015 to 2018, the CMI has already made 
a significant contribution to addressing key regional challenges, while continuing to 
transform itself into a more stable, effective and sustainable organization.

After endorsing CMI’s operational approaches and acknowledging its strong mandate 
to build a Mediterranean knowledge sharing and policy development platform, the 
CMI members went on to clarify the organization’s strategic focus. They selected 
youth as an overarching theme and defined five sectoral themes:

•	Education, innovation, employability: Advancing university governance reforms, 
improving technical and vocational skills, promoting youth entrepreneurship and 
innovation.

•	Refugees & mobility: Supporting host communities and refugee welfare, 
advancing refugee inclusion, promoting labor mobility, mobilizing the diaspora.

•	Violent extremism: Understanding how development actions can counter 
violence.

•	Climate Change (Water & energy): Promoting transition to renewables and a low 
carbon society, developing technical and economic solutions to increasing water 
scarcity around the region.

•	Territorial cohesion and urban development: emphasizing the need to build solid 
local governance and develop solutions to reduce regional disparities.

During the course of the year, 35 learning and knowledge sharing events were 
organized for the benefit of 5635 participants. These events helped to develop pilots 
and innovative tools, build awareness around regional public goods and consensus 
on working together to develop them, disseminate and mainstream knowledge and 
solutions, and build communities of practices. In particular, the work to promote the 
welfare of refugees and hosting communities, and the capacity to organize broad 

Mourad Ezzine
Manager
Center for Mediterranean Integration
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and constructive dialogue on violent extremism demonstrated the CMI’s capacity to 
react quickly to emerging regional challenges and to offer ample space for discussing 
sensitive regional issues. The support provided to the Luxembourg initiative for 
technical and vocational education and employability in the Maghreb demonstrated 
the capacity to propose regional solutions based on the mobilization of expertise 
among a variety of partners and the development of shared solutions and operational 
documents endorsed by partners. In working on these issues we have also 
demonstrated our capacity to work with diverse partners, such as UN organizations 
on the refugee program, bilateral and multilateral aid organizations, and the Union 
for the Mediterranean on the technical and vocational education initiative, and many 
academics and youth representatives on other initiatives and programs.

As a way of reaching out more effectively to diverse target groups we continued 
to strengthen communication. We leveraged our new website’s exponential 
increase of visitors, social media, and the innovative partnership we made with the 
France Médias Monde group. We focused on better targeting the dissemination of 
knowledge and as such, created and maintained communities of practice, organized 
virtual workshops, produced knowledge bases, designed thematic newsletters, and 
published numerous blogs and videos by experts from the region. 

As a follow-up to the need to make CMI sustainable we thank our members for 
renewing their membership by formally signing the MOU and also making good 
on their financial commitments. Based on their wish to devise a sustainable 
financing path, they also decided to create a new financial model, in which financial 
contributions are fungible and in which allocation of funds FAVOR COLLABORATION 
OVER COMPETITION to avoid fragmentation of programs and inefficient spending, 
and to strengthen results-orientated activities.

Looking forward, the problem of youth exclusion around the Mediterranean remains 
a central challenge to which too few resources are currently allocated. Greater effort 
is required to address this problem. To promote a more effective youth engagement 
in 2017, the CMI is reinforcing its partnership with the World Bank and the Ana Lindh 
Foundation, with more partners to join later. The focus is on working together on two 
complementary dimensions: Economic Opportunities and providing a Voice for youth 
in the Mediterranean. As for the latter, the expansion of the Ana Lindh Foundation’s 
Young Mediterranean Voices program will be a key endeavor in the coming year. 
Regarding economic opportunity, extensive consultations conducted recently show 
the need to focus on connecting young entrepreneurs, a growing group with great 
promise in the south of the Mediterranean, to policy makers and financing partners 
domestically and regionally. 
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WHAT WE ARE: A Multi-Partner 
Platform 
The Center for Mediterranean Integration (CMI) 

is a multi-partner platform where development 

agencies, governments, local authorities and civil 

society from around the Mediterranean convene  

to exchange knowledge, discuss public policies,  

and identify solutions to key challenges facing  

the Mediterranean region. 

OUR GOAL: An Inclusive, Integrated, 
And Stable Region 
Through innovative solutions, the CMI aims to  

help countries achieve transformative reforms  

and enhance integration in the Mediterranean region.

OUR ESSENCE: Strategic 
Partnerships
The capacity to build partnerships among a wide 

spectrum of development actors from the South and 

the North of the Mediterranean is unique to the CMI. 

Members: 

 Governments: Egypt, Greece, Jordan, Lebanon, 

Morocco, Palestinian Authority, Tunisia, France, 

Italy, and the European External Action Service 

(EEAS) as an observer.

 Local authorities: City of Marseille, Provence-

Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region.

 International financial institutions: European 

Investment Bank (EIB), the World Bank Group (WBG).

Partners: The CMI nurtures strong partnerships 

with more than sixty institutions, including: French 

Development Agency (AFD), Caisse des Dépôts et 

Consignations (CDC), GIZ, Anna Lindh Foundation 

(ALF), Union for the Mediterranean (UFM), Arab 

Urban Development Institute (AUDI), Association 

of Arab Universities, Islamic Educational, Scientific, 

and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), the International 

Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic 

Studies (CIHEAM), France Médias Monde,  

and others. The full list of partners is available  
on the CMI’s website: www.cmimarseille.org

PROVIDING REGIONAL PUBLIC GOODS

THE CMI SINCE 2009
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Partnerships at the heart of the CMI
Governance: Member institutions are represented in the Center’s Oversight Committee, which, in accordance with a Memorandum  
of Understanding, oversees procedures and pays close attention to strategy, programs, partnerships, overall orientation and the use  
of the Multi-Donor Trust Fund. The Oversight Committee meets regularly while the Annual Meeting gathers all partners once a year. 

Financing: The CMI’s budget has three main components:
 A Multi-Donor Trust Fund, which collects contributions from members and partner institutions.
 Direct contributions from the CMI’s partners for specific programs and for general support. 
 Financing from the World Bank Group.*

Staffing: The CMI has a core team of World Bank staff and hosts other staff seconded from member and partner institutions, who 
act as members of the greater CMI team and ensure connection to their institution of origin. Since its creation in 2009, the Center 
has hosted representatives from AFD, CDC, the City of Marseille, EIB, GIZ, WBG, as well as the French Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable 
Development and Energy.

*World Bank Group financing is not a contribution to the MDTF 

OUR STRATEGIC RELEVANCE: 
Championing Collective Action To 
Address Regional And Global Challenges 

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region 

is in turmoil:

•	Fragility and conflict: Syria, Iraq, Libya  

and Yemen are in civil war, with spillovers  

of refugees, trade interruptions and economic 

hardship to neighboring countries and Europe. 

Palestinians are reeling from deadly attacks  

and blockades.

•	Violence: Terrorist groups and sectarian 

factions spread violence, threaten citizens’ and 

governments' ability to perform basic functions, 

with spillover effects in Europe.

•	Unemployment and exclusion: Private 

investment and economic growth is slowing in all 

countries, while unemployment--especially  

of women and young people--remains the highest 

in the developing world. Accountability of officials 
in MENA, and citizens’ opportunities to voice their 

concerns are amongst the lowest in the world.

•	Vulnerability	to	climate	change:	The	region	
is highly vulnerable to climate change, with big 
consequences on water resources, energy use, 
agriculture, migration, stability, etc. 

This turmoil in the MENA region does not just affect 
the Arab world. The whole world is affected by its 
spillovers: the threat of terrorism, refugee migration 
to Europe and elsewhere, and oil price volatility.

The diffuse nature of these spillovers makes it 
difficult for any one affected country to address the 
problem unilaterally. Only a concerted effort by the 
region’s countries, supported by the international 
community, has a chance of seriously mitigating 
the effects. 

With the diverse composition of its stakeholders, 
its multi-country approach, its capacity to mobilize 
worldwide technical expertise, and its neutrality 
and flexibility, the CMI is uniquely placed to 

champion such efforts.
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OUR FOCUS: Youth And Regional 
Public Goods
Youth is the CMI’s overarching theme. All CMI 
programs and activities are youth-focused or 
youth-sensitive. Under this umbrella theme, the 
CMI focuses its work on providing public goods to 
address the region’s problems and help it achieve 
its potential:

 Education, innovation, employability: 
Advancing university governance reforms, 
improving quality of technical and vocational skills, 
promoting youth entrepreneurship and innovation.

 Refugees and mobility: Supporting host 
communities and refugee welfare, advancing 
refugee inclusion, promoting labor mobility, 
supporting diaspora mobilization.

 Development and violent extremism 
prevention: Understanding how development 
actions can counter violence; fostering youth 
inclusion and open-mindedness.
 Climate change (water & energy): Promoting a 
Mediterranean energy market, water and energy 
efficiency, transition to a low-carbon regime.
 Territorial cohesion and urban development: 
Advancing inclusive growth, reducing disparities 
between regions and territories, promoting 
improvements to the management of cities  
and resilience to risks.

By providing these regional public goods, the 
CMI contributes to building economic and social 
cohesion, a more peaceful region, cross-border 
trade and investment, and more scientific  
and cultural exchange.

Education, 
Innovation, 

Employability

YOUTH*

*Overarching theme

Development and 
violent extremism 

prevention

Territorial Cohesion  
and  

Urban Development

Climate Change  
(Water and Energy)

Refugees  
and Mobility

CMI in Numbers in 2016 (from November 2015 to September 2016) 

Convened  

5,635 
participants

reports, studies, 
and conference 

materials

Disseminated   

361 

regional 
events

Was part of 

76

ministries, 
organizations, funds 

and universities 

41  
Connected with  

conferences and 
workshops 

35  
Organized  

69 
Produced  

blogs 

48
Produced  

videos

31
Engaged with 

countries
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MULTI-PARTNER PROGRAMS
- Producing analysis and strategies
- Developing pilots and innovative tools

REGIONAL 

SOLUTIONS, POLICIES 

AND STRATEGIES 

IDENTIFIED

DIALOGUE FORUM
- Building consensus and networks

KNOWLEDGE PLATFORM
- Disseminating and mainstreaming

OUR APPROACH: Three Business Areas Focusing On Solutions 
The CMI focuses on identifying and disseminating solutions and acts as a comprehensive service platform 
built around three complementary business areas:

 Multi-partner programs encourage development stakeholders to work together to inform policy, 
operationalize concepts, and develop innovative analytical tools and solutions. 

 The Mediterranean dialogue forum promotes new ideas and weaves together the political, social  
and economic dimensions of reforms. The dialogue forum contributes to building consensus  
and reinforcing cooperation across countries, sectors and stakeholders. 

 The Mediterranean knowledge platform aims at brokering and disseminating relevant knowledge 
products from its partners. The CMI adds value to knowledge through further customization, 
dissemination and “activation.”

19Annual Report 2016
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OBJECTIVES
The work program is articulated around five areas whose objectives are:
1. Education for Competitiveness (E4C) – Promote a new vision and a regional agenda for education in the 

MENA region – one that promotes critical thinking, creativity and innovation in order to allow the region 
to achieve inclusive growth, social stability and global competitiveness.

2. Employment and Social Protection – Foster employability and social integration through knowledge 
sharing and building the capacity of government officials in MENA in the areas of education and 
training, public employment services, active labor market programs – including entrepreneurship, and 
social safety nets. 

3. Tertiary Education – Support governance and accountability reforms to bridge the gap between supply 
and demand of skills.

4. Innovation for Value and Employment Creation – Support innovation to bolster the value added in 
industry, leading to job creation and social integration. 

5. Initiative for Youth Employment through Vocational Training in the Maghreb Countries – Take advantage 
of North-South synergies to improve quality of vocational training.

COUNTRIES TARGETED

Countries of the southern Mediterranean. 

PARTNERS

AFD; CMI; EIB; Islamic Development Bank (IsDB); Union for 
the Mediterranean (UfM); and the World Bank.

REGIONAL CONTEXT
The quality of education remains the number one challenge to building inclusive Arab societies that are 
cohesive and stable. The pattern is the same across all Arab countries: mass education has failed to equip 
young people with adequate ability to take action and make decisions, and has left too many young people 
with few opportunities for economic inclusion. 
Moreover, mass tertiary education has left the issue of vocational training unaddressed, meaning that a 
large number of unskilled youth is unable to meet labor market demand for technical skills. Indeed, the 
region is still facing high unemployment, especially among youth aged 15-24, which has increased overall 
poverty and vulnerability levels. 
There is a pressing need to improve the efficiency of active labor market programs and social safety nets, 
as well as to foster innovation and entrepreneurship to increase employment and social integration and 
decrease poverty and vulnerability levels. The crucial challenge is to promote an innovative transition from 
“Education for All” to “Learning and Skills Training for All.” 

EDUCATION, INNOVATION AND EMPLOYABILITY
THE YEAR IN REVIEW

20



EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

Consultations were held with multiple stakeholders in MENA countries 
and a consensus was reached on 5 core interventions, namely: Expanding 
Early Childhood Development, Strengthening Early Grade Literacy 
and Numeracy, Promoting Information for Accountability, Enhancing 
Career Guidance and Opportunities, and Boosting 21st Century Skills 
and Values. The World Bank Group and the Islamic Development Bank 
Group, leading this initiative, have established partnerships with the EIB, 
the European Training Foundation (ETF), AFD, the International Finance 
Cooperation (IFC), the International Institute for Education Planning 
(IIEP), the Mediterranean Universities Union (UNIMED) and USAID 
to promote a regional agenda and enhance education and training 
systems. The aim is improved socioeconomic outcomes, including: 
higher productivity, growth, social cohesion, and peace and stability.

Turkey has the lowest female labor force participation rate among Organisation of Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) countries. Many factors affect women’s participation in the labor 
market, such as education, marital status, opportunity cost, social norms, cultural barriers and gender 
segregation. The roundtable on Women’s access to and retention in decent work and child care in 
Turkey (Istanbul, Turkey, March 15, 2016), organized by the AFD, yielded concrete recommendations, 
dealing, among other issues, with: transforming gender relations at home and at work; raising women’s 
awareness about women’s rights; and increasing public investment in social care services.

SELECTED OUTCOMES

EDUCATION FOR COMPETITIVENESS

Building consensus and networks 

CONSENSUS REACHED ON 5 KEY EDUCATIONAL TARGETS TO IMPROVE QUALITY EDUCATION IN MENA

CONCRETE RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADDRESS THE FACTORS AFFECTING WOMEN’S EMPLOYMENT IN TURKEY

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

15  Institutional representatives 216,916   people reached through online consultations

1  Partners Day gathering
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MANAGEMENT OF THE MENA COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE (COP) ON ACTIVE LABOR MARKET 
PROGRAMS (ALMPS) AND SOCIAL SAFETY NETS (SSNs) 

In response to the need for increased knowledge sharing and capacity 
building on ALMPs and SSNs expressed by government officials 
from throughout the region, a MENA CoP on ALMPs and SSN was 
created and launched in 2013 by the World Bank’s Social Protection 
and Labor (SP&L) Team. The CoP has organized several virtual events, 
face-to-face workshops and study tours that have enabled hundreds 
of government officials from across Ministries in the region to share 
knowledge and build their capacity on good practices related to 
ALMPs and SSNs. The CoP, currently managed by CMI with technical 
support from the MENA SP&L team, now has an enlarged database  
of members that has enabled it to improve its reach and impact. 

In response to the deterioration of labor market outcomes in MENA, many governments in the 
region have recently revamped, scaled-up and/or designed new employment and technical  
and vocational training programs. However, the impact of these interventions remains largely 
unknown due to weak and/or inexistent M&E systems, hindering effective and efficient policymaking 
in this area. The workshop on M&E of employment and technical and vocational training programs, 
held in Rabat from January 25-27 and attended by almost 100 government officials from eight 
countries in the region, raised awareness on the importance of M&E by providing a platform to 
discuss the rationale and use of M&E to inform decision-making. The event increased the capacity 
of participants by providing them an overview of different M&E tools and approaches that they 
can apply in ongoing or planned initiatives and reforms, and provided a forum for South-South 
knowledge exchange among participating countries.

RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E) OF EMPLOYMENT  
AND TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

2  thematic workshops   8  countries covered  

2 webinars with  24 participants

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 
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The second round of the University Governance Screening Card (UGSC), which was launched in 2016, 
had a 40% increase in the participation of tertiary education institutions in the region compared to the 
first round, which was launched in 2012. This second version of the UGSC, which is currently being 
administered in Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, Morocco, Palestinian Territories, and Tunisia, 
has been developed to benchmark governance practices within institutions of tertiary education in 
the MENA region with global trends and practices, as well as those within the region. The tool allows 
for a better understanding of the degree of alignment of institutions’ governance practices with their 
institutional goals as well as with international trends, while monitoring their progress over time.  
The preliminary findings of the second version of the UGSC show significant developments in  
tertiary education governance practices in comparison to the previous version, particularly in the 
areas of participation of stakeholders in decision-making, evidence-informed management, and formal  
mission- and goal-setting and monitoring. Yet, not much progress has been achieved under 
“accountability,” which points to the need for increased attention to this policy area.

TERTIARY EDUCATION

IMPROVED GOVERNANCE IN TERTIARY EDUCATION IN THE MENA REGION

Developing pilots and innovative solutions 

The 5th International MENA Tertiary Education Conference, “Paradigm 
Shifts in Tertiary Education: Improved Governance and Quality for 
Competitiveness and Employability,” gathered about 160 participants 
including representatives from the Tertiary Education Institutions Network 
in the MENA region, government officials, quality assurance agencies 
as well as regional, European, and international experts. This discussion 
mainly focused on governance in tertiary education institutions, financial 
sustainability and internationalization. Also discussed were: strategizing 
to attract the participation of institutional representatives from MENA 
countries not yet participating in the project, as well as those from 
other regions, especially, Asia, Africa and Latin America. Collaboration 
with countries such as Afghanistan has already been initiated, with the 
participation of a delegation to the international event.

DECISION TO MOVE FORWARD TOWARDS INTERNATIONALIZATION, FINANCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY AND WIDENING REGIONAL PARTICIPATION

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

150  universities in 8 MENA countries   2 publications (books)   

113 institutional reports    7  national reports  8   practitioners blogs   32  media articles
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DESIGN OF THE INNOVATION BAROMETER FOR MENA COUNTRIES

Partners of the program agreed upon a set of about 30 indicators at the last Innovation Scoreboard 
Meeting for the MENA region (Rabat, Morocco, May 16-17, 2016). The Innovation Barometer for the 
MENA countries is designed to capture all data for the public and private sectors in the same datasheet 
and aims at enabling MENA countries to compare themselves. The work on the Innovation Barometer 
was presented at the Arab Knowledge Summit (7-10 December 2015). The 2015 conference theme was 
‘The Way to Innovation’ and gathered 3,000 people from across the MENA region.

Building consensus and networks 

A workshop was organized in Cairo, Egypt (10-12 November 2015) for Science and Technology Park 
managers with the Arab League Education, Culture and Science Organization (ALECSO) and the 
Egyptian Academy of Scientific Research and Technology (ASRT). The workshop was attended by  
30 specialists from the region and led to the publication of a list of 25 indicators to measure the output 
and impact of Science and Technology Parks.

INNOVATION FOR VALUE AND EMPLOYMENT CREATION

DEVELOPING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PARKS

Building consensus and networks 

2  workshops   25  indicators for Science and Technology Parks 

75 specialists from 19 countries    30  indicators for the Innovation Barometer
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Consultations with beneficiary countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia) led to creation of a 
program to enhance employability through vocational training and skills enhancement based on 
peer-to-peer exchanges between training centers and institutions, carried out in a bottom-up 
approach. Beneficiary countries identified priority areas of intervention thanks to the contribution 
of the Institut de la Méditerranée. These priority areas were presented and discussed by partners 
in Marseille in June 2016.

INITIATIVE FOR YOUTH EMPLOYMENT THROUGH VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
IN THE MAGHREB COUNTRIES 

BUILDING A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING THROUGH CONSULTATIONS 
WITH THE MAGHREB COUNTRIES

Developing pilots and innovative solutions 

Under the leadership of the Luxembourg Presidency 
of the European Union and the Union for the 
Mediterranean, and following four meetings with 
partners (Marseille September 2015 and June 2016 and 
Barcelona October 2015 and July 2016), the “Initiative 
for youth employment through vocational training in 
the Maghreb countries” was launched and the plan 
for its operation and governance were adopted. The 
CMI prepared a procedures guide for the launch of the 
operational phase. 

SHIFTING FROM THE PREPARATORY TO THE OPERATIONAL PHASE

1 feasibility study    1  procedures guide   

3  targeted countries    4  technical meetings

Developing pilots and innovative solutions 
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OBJECTIVES
The CMI has developed an action-oriented work program articulated around three pillars: 
1. Addressing the welfare of host and refugee communities – Supporting local authorities with evidence-

based knowledge and peer-learning to improve their capacity in priority public service delivery to their 
populations and the most vulnerable, including refugees. This contributes to better livelihoods  
and social cohesion. This pillar capitalizes on, disseminates and mainstreams knowledge on relevant good 
practices and experiences from the Mashreq region and beyond.

2. Supporting refugee inclusion for common welfare in host countries – Addressing refugees’ potential 
to proactively contribute to host countries’ and their own welfare, which is essential to keeping them out of 
the poverty trap, while developing their skills to prepare their return to their country of origin. 

3. Supporting diaspora mobilization and mobility – Fostering diaspora economic engagement through 
the mobilization of potential contributions such as remittances, skills transfer, investment, business 
opportunities and market identification, and to strengthen networking among members of the diaspora.

Knowledge support: The program was supported by a program website, an online knowledge base  
and a periodical newsletter on Mediterranean Refugees and Migrants. 

COUNTRIES TARGETED
Countries of the Mashreq,  
the Maghreb, and Europe.

PARTNERS
By the CMI in partnership with AFD, GIZ, International Centre for 
Migration and Policy Development (ICMPD), International Organization 
for Migration (IOM), International Rescue Committee (IRC), MedCities, 
REACH, United Cities and Local Governments Middle East and West 
Africa (UCLG-MEWA), UN Development Program (UNDP), UN Economic 
and Social Commission for Western Asia (UN-ESCWA), UN Habitat, 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), World Bank.

REGIONAL CONTEXT
The Mashreq region, Turkey, and some areas in Europe are facing an unprecedented and protracted refugee 
crisis that places an extraordinary burden on host countries and communities. There were 4.82 million 
registered Syrian refugees in the Mashreq (as of July 2016), and a significant number of additional refugees 
has applied for asylum in Europe. Beyond short-term assistance needs, the longer-term economic and social 
inclusion of refugees into host communities is key. Refugees face severe barriers when accessing public 
services, housing and the labor market, which can lead to exclusion. The MENA diaspora can be an important 
partner, catalyzing cooperation, development, regional integration, and entrepreneurship in the MENA region. 
The CMI aims to use existing knowledge and evidence of development solutions to forced displacement to 
develop consensus around urgent policy adjustments while, at the same time, advocating for the need to rally 
the MENA diaspora itself more proactively.

REFUGEES AND MOBILITY
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The CMI organized, in close partnership with six institutions and the Government of Jordan,  
a peer-to-peer learning workshop for communities hosting refugees: “Mediterranean 
Municipalities at the Forefront of the Refugee Crisis” (May 30 - June 1st) in Amman, Jordan. 
The workshop brought together 70 municipal representatives from Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Palestinian Territories, Turkey and Europe, in addition to representatives from central 
governments, civil society, and development and humanitarian institutions to foster cross-country 
and cross-regional exchanges on ways to promote the common welfare of refugees and host 
communities. In April 2016, the CMI also supported a peer-to-peer exchange of 10 municipal 
representatives from Jordan and Lebanon who went on a study trip to near Gaziantep, Turkey 
where they were welcomed by Turkish host municipalities.

The CMI conducted a survey among host municipalities 
participating to a peer-to-peer (P2P) exchange in Amman (May 
2016), with a good response rate (83%). The self-assessment 
snapshot provided information about their needs, challenges 
and way forward. It also allowed organizers to take stock of 
successful experiences, and challenges, of host communities. 
The survey was used to prepare the P2P learning event and to 
design follow-up support. 

SELECTED OUTCOMES

ADDRESSING THE WELFARE OF HOST AND REFUGEE COMMUNITIES

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

HOST MUNICIPALITIES EXCHANGED EXPERIENCES ON PRIORITY SERVICES AND ACTION FOR 
REFUGEES AND CITIZENS IN THE MENA REGION AND BEYOND

CMI SURVEY OF MASHREQ HOST COMMUNITIES INFORMED HOST COMMUNITIES PROGRAM

Producing analysis and strategies 
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DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS DEFINED JOINT ACTIVITIES TO BETTER SUPPORT HOST 
COMMUNITIES THROUGH CMI

The CMI convened, through four partner consultation meetings, more than 15 development 
institutions working with local governments affected by the Syrian refugee crisis, which allowed 
them to learn about existing initiatives and to identify joint activities to be supported by the CMI 
host communities program. This led to the mapping of partner activities, the design of peer-to-peer 
event working group sessions, and ultimately to the creation of a new “Mediterranean Refugee 
Host Communities Learning Network” (September 2016) and a targeted workshop series on priority 
themes for host communities. 

Building consensus and networks 

The event “From Resilience to Development: a High Level Stakeholder Conference on the Syrian 
Refugee Crisis” (Marseille, September 2015) initiated a discussion on international financial support 
that could be provided to Syria’s neighbors as they respond to the refugee crisis. The conference was 
an important milestone in the process of rethinking policies and mobilizing international support for the 
region in order to respond to urgent needs and long term development challenges. It was the first of a 
series of high-level events that led to the pledges made by the international community at the London 
conference (February 2016). The event addressed the issue of access to concessional financing for the 
middle-income countries currently hosting refugees, and changes needed in country policies. 

SUPPORTING REFUGEE INCLUSION FOR THE WELFARE OF BOTH 
REFUGEES AND HOST COMMUNITIES
HIGH LEVEL DISCUSSION AMONG MASHREQ GOVERNMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS LED TO THE CALL FOR A “REINVIGORATED INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE TO 
SUPPORT MASHREQ COUNTRIES HOSTING SYRIAN REFUGEES IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT AGENDA”

4 coordination meetings   15  development institutions   

140  participants including 70 municipal representatives from 9 countries   20 blogs

Building consensus and networks 
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EVIDENCE-BASED DISCUSSION CONTRIBUTED TO REACHING CONSENSUS ON POSSIBLE 
DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS TO MAINTAIN THE WELFARE OF SYRIAN REFUGEES

The CMI disseminated, in partnership with the AFD, the first joint WB-UNHCR study on “The Welfare 
of Syrian Refugees: Evidence from Jordan and Lebanon.” The Ministers in charge of Labor in Jordan 
and Lebanon participated in the event, together with more than 100 participants and speakers from 
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, Iraq, Tunisia and European host countries (Greece, Italy, Germany, 
Sweden, France) as well as development and financing partners, practitioners and technical experts. 
They discussed the common welfare of both refugees and host communities in the mid- to long-
term and exchanged experiences and innovative solutions that are essential to attain it. The event 
contributed to the progressive emergence of a regional response to counter the spillover effects of the 
crisis while addressing the common welfare of refugees and host communities. 

Building consensus and networks  

Consultation meetings were held gathering various partners on two different initiatives: (i) the 
MENA Virtual Diaspora Community, which aims to bring together various initiatives and programs 
to enhance diaspora engagement through an online platform facilitating connections between the 
diaspora and professionals in home countries, face-to-face video meetings, exchanges among 
diaspora and governments and, training and capacity building; and (ii) the Syrian Diaspora Initiative 
“Mobilizing New Markets And Investments For Syrian Refugees,” which aims to develop a Syrian 
network of networks aiming to support investments, technology transfers, market identification  
and skills development for the development of Syrian firms outside of Syria for now and inside  
Syria when reconstruction begins to take place.

SUPPORTING DIASPORA MOBILIZATION AND MOBILITY

PARTNER MOBILIZATION FOR GREATER DIASPORA ENGAGEMENT AND NETWORKING

2  high-level events    100  participants from 10 countries    25  media interviews                        

1  inter-agency statement    20 blogs

Building consensus and networks 
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HIGH-LEVEL REGIONAL DIALOGUE ON CLIMATE CHANGE INDUCED MIGRATION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

The CMI participated in the 11th meeting of the Ministers of Agriculture of member states of the 
International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies (CIHEAM) in Tirana, Albania 
on September 22nd, 2016. This was an opportunity to convene around the mid- and long-term 
challenges with regards to climate change and distress migration at the regional level. Environmental 
resilience (notably agricultural) and inclusive rural development are preconditions for avoiding a 
refugee crisis, for facilitating the return of those who do flee, and for a sustainable reconstruction.  
This event allowed for a high-level discussion around the challenges facing refugees in the context  
of climate change, while putting forward solutions to increase their mid- and long-term resilience. 

Building consensus and networks 

The CMI developed a Mediterranean Refugee and Host Communities webpage, an online Knowledge 
Base, and a Mediterranean Refugees and Migrants newsletter. Together, these three-pronged 
knowledge and communications tools have allowed for up-to-date, cross-cutting knowledge support 
aimed at host communities, governments and development actors. 

Knowledge support for all program areas: 
 Website

 Online knowledge base 

 Thematic newsletter (4 issues) 

KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT FOR ALL WORK PROGRAM AREAS

CREATION OF A MEDITERRANEAN REFUGEE AND HOST COMMUNITIES ONLINE KNOWLEDGE PLATFORM

3   coordination meetings    10  partners mobilized

4  newsletters     1800  views each    130  entries in knowledge base

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 
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OBJECTIVES

The work program is articulated around 3 pillars:

1. Awareness building which includes the dissemination of relevant existing analyses and studies through 
the CMI website and the promotion of academic works in southern countries of the Mediterranean. 
Awareness raising is necessary in order to support strategies aiming to change attitudes and behaviors. 

2. Support fieldwork implemented by NGOs, civil society and researchers around the Mediterranean.

3. In the long-term, contribute to building institutional responses through identification and selection  
of public policies. To improve preventive efforts against radicalization and violent extremism, actions need 
to be accompanied by strong policy reforms. Hence, there is a need to develop analyses that inform 

policies and operations, to build shared policies replicable at the regional level.

COUNTRIES TARGETED
Countries from the North and South of the Mediterranean.

PARTNERS
CMI, AFD, World Bank.

REGIONAL CONTEXT

Recent terrorist attacks and the growth of ISIS have highlighted how the phenomenon of violent extremism 
is a regional public bad. Experts have identified common causes in northern and southern countries 
leading youth to join extremist groups and resort to violence. Social media, satellite channels, and new 
communication tools have allowed radicalization to cross borders, and made recruiting  
and training easier. These causes can be roughly traced to the following key factors:

 Many youth are excluded from social, political and economic life.

 There are social, political and economic grievances that have not been answered by policymakers. These 
include inequalities, unemployment, lack of civil society participation in political life, etc.

 In the South, dialogue is often limited to very small forums and critical thinking is often weak.

 The existence of intensive online and face-to-face radical propaganda.

All these factors show that northern and southern states have failed in their primary mission to uphold the 
social contract. A purely national focus has strong limitations and cooperation among countries is essential in 
order to provide an effective and coordinated response. Moreover, as violent extremism has consequences 

for development, development institutions have a role to play in order to fight its causes over the long term.

DEVELOPMENT AND VIOLENT  
EXTREMISM PREVENTION
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Development actors and the public sector have a role to play in fighting 
violent extremism through coordinated actions aimed at creating plurality 
and enhancing citizens’ engagement and personal development. Therefore, 
clear identification of avenues for collaboration and action is needed. 
This paper gathers and reflects most of the existing knowledge on this 
phenomenon and tries to highlight the potential roles of development actors 
in order to counter radicalization, acting across different sectors (education, 
citizen participation…). Moreover, this paper provides policymakers with new 
insights and recommendations to encourage reflection on possible policies 
targeting youth to prevent radicalization and violent extremism. 

Four meetings between May 2015 and June 2016, and a workshop on 
‘Preventing violence and radicalization in schools’ (Tunis, May 23-24, 
2016) allowed the assembling of many studies and analyses of the Violent 
Extremism phenomenon. Those studies and analyses let experts have a 
clearer vision on the phenomenon and propose areas of intervention.  
The meetings also created linkages among people and institutions working 
on the subject, allowing them to share and exchange practices and 
produce knowledge and solutions.

The workshop ‘Preventing violence and radicalization in schools’ (Tunis, 
May 23-24, 2016) sought to create a platform for discussion among 
stakeholders to identify and evaluate existing programs and services 
related to the reduction of tension in the educational environment, key 
success factors, sustainability and duplication, as well as implementation 
challenges. The workshop resulted in: (i) A draft roadmap with technical 
measures that could be recommended in three different areas (urban, 
suburban and rural); (ii) The launch of a multi-stakeholder dialogue 
process on education reform to prevent violence and radicalization.

Producing analysis and strategies

DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CORE PRIORITIES, LEADING TO PRODUCTION OF A POLICY PAPER WITH ANALYSIS  
AND RECOMMENDATIONS ADDRESSED TO DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS AND THE PUBLIC SECTOR

INCREASED KNOWLEDGE AND ANALYSIS OF THE VIOLENT EXTREMISM PHENOMENON

PERMANENT DIALOGUE AND ROADMAP SET TO FIGHT RADICALIZATION AND VIOLENCE  
IN SCHOOLS IN TUNISIA

Consensus building and networks

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

6  meetings    1   policy paper    1   workshop in Tunisia    1  blog series

SELECTED OUTCOMES

DEVELOPMENT AND VIOLENT  
EXTREMISM PREVENTION
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OBJECTIVES

The Climate Change work program consists of two areas: “Regional Knowledge Program on Water” 
and “Mediterranean Forum on Electricity and Climate Change.”

1. The objectives of the Mediterranean Forum on Electricity and Climate Change are to 
raise awareness on the role and benefits of renewable energy in Mediterranean-wide efforts to 
transition to a low-carbon economy in MENA and Europe, and to disseminate knowledge on the 
issues to be addressed to successfully achieve Mediterranean energy integration. The Forum 
convenes small groups of stakeholders around a set of specific themes related to Mediterranean 
integration of power systems, such as trans-Mediterranean interconnection projects and power 
purchase agreements.

2. The objective of the Regional Knowledge Program on Water is to work towards water security 
in the Mediterranean in the context of climate change by stimulating regional dialogue on efficient 
approaches to water management, as well as innovations and partnerships aimed at scaling up the 
region’s adaptation and mitigation capacities. Based on the previous and ongoing work of CMI  
and its partners, and broad consultations, the following core themes were defined for the next year:

 Groundwater Resources Management

 Non-conventional water sources and Public-Private Partnerships

 Performance-Based Approaches for Utilities

COUNTRIES TARGETED
Countries of the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean.

PARTNERS
Energy: CMI and World Bank.
Water: CMI, AFD; and GIZ; Plan Bleu; 
World Bank.

REGIONAL CONTEXT

The Mediterranean region is one of the most vulnerable regions to climate change and will increasingly 
be exposed to extreme climate events. Water and energy are two key issues for the region. 

1. The region is currently facing serious water challenges. Climate change will place already scarce water 
resources under intense pressure in the region, with major consequences for human life  
and regional food security.

2. The region can play a major role in climate change mitigation, given its vast renewable energy potential. 

The Southern shore has a clear comparative advantage over Europe in producing solar energy. 

CLIMATE CHANGE (ENERGY AND WATER)
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Members of the Mediterranean Forum on Electricity and Climate Change, from different horizons 
gathered to discuss, share knowledge and exchange views on the benefits of Mediterranean energy 
integration and the necessary actions to accelerate the implementation of the Paris Agreement 
through concrete projects, such as powerline interconnections to support electricity exchanges,  
and solar power scale-up. ("Toward a Mediterranean Energy Market", Paris, France, December 
2015; “From COP21 to COP22: Renewables and Mediterranean Integration”, Tunis, Tunisia, May 
2016; “Energy Transition and Mediterranean Integration”, Tangier, Morocco, July 2016).

Members of the Forum met for the workshop “From COP21 to COP22: Renewables and Mediterranean 
Integration” (Tunis, Tunisia, May 2016) and agreed on the following recommendations: (i) the European 
Directive on energy must take into account the contribution of renewable energy in the South to reach 
European targets; (ii) the power system flexibility needed to achieve the carbon reductions necessary 
for implementation of the Paris Agreement can be partially achieved through Mediterranean integration, 
which requires strengthening the interconnections between the two shores and; (iii) Concentrating Solar 
Power (CSP) technology is the renewable technology that is most suitable to provide power systems the 
flexibility needed, as it can easily incorporate storage.

SELECTED OUTCOMES

ENERGY

Building consensus and networks 

AWARENESS RAISING ON THE ROLE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN MEDITERRANEAN INTEGRATION

RECOMMENDATIONS TO ACCELERATE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT

Building consensus and networks 

3  regional events including two in the South (Tunisia and Morocco) 

more than  40  participants gathered
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As part of the CMI regional initiative for water loss reduction in the 
Mediterranean area, a peer-to-peer exchange was carried out between 
a Maltese and a Lebanese water utility. The Maltese water utility 
provided technical assistance to other MENA urban water utilities 
suffering from high water losses levels and intermittent supply. The 
peer-to-peer exchange between the utilities led to the re-establishment  
of continuous 24/7 water supply in one pilot area in downtown 
Beirut, and reoriented the World Bank’s dialogue with the Lebanese 
water utility by engaging it in a reform strategy for sustainable water 
distribution in greater Beirut, to be implemented as part of the ongoing 
lending operations. This successful exchange was also underlined by 
the visit of the Prime minister of Malta to Lebanon in April 2016.

CMI also co-organized a session on water with Plan Bleu in the first Sustainable Development 
Goals Summer School in Marseille (July 2016), organized by the Institut de Recherche pour le 
Développement, Aix-Marseille University and AFD. (see details in “Regional events” section).

The CMI convened two consultation meetings on the water program 
from October 2015 to January 2016, followed by two Ad Hoc Expert 
Meetings, involving AFD, GIZ, Plan Bleu and the World Bank Global 
Water Practice. This allowed the previously informal CMI water hub 
to collaboratively reach consensus on an action plan and the way 
forward for the year to come, and to determine the Water program’s 
priority action areas, which will be further developed throughout 2016-
2017 through events and knowledge-sharing: Performance-Based 
Approaches for Utilities; Groundwater Management; Desalination  
and public-private partnerships. The emergence of this water expert 
hub will allow for increased integration on water issues in the water-
scarce Mediterranean region, while taking into account best practices 
and experiences from around the world.

WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

CMI WATER EXPERT HUB

Developing pilots and innovative solutions

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

Building consensus and networks

PILOT PROJECT TO RE-ESTABLISH CONTINUOUS 24/7 WATER SUPPLY IN BEIRUT THROUGH 
PEER-TO-PEER EXCHANGE WITH MALTA

CREATION OF A CMI WATER EXPERT HUB TO WORK ON PRIORITY WATER ISSUES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

4 coordination meetings with 4 core partners    300  participants 

from  41  countries in the Summer School
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This national workshop held in Tunis, Tunisia in December 2015 took place in a context of evolving 
governance, with the finalization of the new Water Code and the reform of water users’ associations. 
Lively presentations and discussions yielded a series of concrete recommendations on water efficiency, 
water pricing and recovery of water charges, and stressed the need for a renewed “water social 
contract”. Some of the country’s successful experiences in groundwater management showed a 
potential for replication in other regions of Tunisia. Furthermore, many of the situations and solutions 
discussed at the workshop are of interest to the whole MENA area and will be shared region-wide.

Following two synthesis papers in early 2015, a research paper and a technical report with case 
studies were released by AFD on the management of groundwater resources as common goods.  
The research paper will be an input to the World Bank’s forthcoming World Development Report 
(WDR) 2017: “Governance and the Law.” The CMI’s work on WDM was also showcased at three 
major events: the October 2015 session of the French Hydrological Society on “Water tensions in 
Europe and the Mediterranean;” the Euro-Mediterranean Conference on Irrigation held in Montpellier, 
France, the same month (with the research center IRSTEA); and the Marseille International Summer 
School on SDGs in July 2015 (with Plan Bleu).

WATER DEMAND MANAGEMENT 

Producing analysis and strategies 

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

“HOW DO WE SEE OUR WATER FUTURE?” – STRATEGIC PLANNING IN TUNISIA 

“WATER DEMAND MANAGEMENT (WDM) FOR BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED DECISION 
MAKERS” – KNOWLEDGE-SHARING PRODUCTS AND EVENTS

Over   50 participants at Tunisia workshop in Tunisia  

2   publications    3  public interventions 
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OBJECTIVES
The work program is structured around two pillars: 

1- Territorial Cohesion - Urban Joint activities: The aim was to move forward the agenda of territorial 
cohesion in the MENA region by: i) developing a common understanding through sharing knowledge, 
common policies and activities, and developing best practices on Mediterranean Territorial Cohesion issues;  
and ii) setting up priorities and opportunities for action. The theme of territorial cohesion was discussed 
from an urban perspective, around the following specific policy issues: Cities and regional development; 
Engaging local stakeholders in local and urban development processes (with a focus on youth and women); 
Empowering cities and financing local development; Promoting Sustainable and Inclusive Cities.

2- Encouraging cooperation among existing urban programs: This pillar aimed at developing joint 
initiatives and fostering cooperation on the respective urban programs and operations of all partners.  
At the end of the coverage period (September 2016), four urban programs remained active: 

 CoMun Program (GIZ), aims to develop networks of urban practitioners within municipalities, and to 
improve municipal services management; 

 MENA Urbanization Knowledge Platform (WB), provides knowledge exchange for mayors and urban 
practitioners on municipal finance, city resilience and inclusive cities; Sustainable Urban Transport Program 
(AFD), Cooperation for Urban Mobility in the Developing World (CODATU), and Center for Studies and 
Expertise on Risks, Environment, Mobility, and Urban and Country Planning (CEREMA); 

 Sustainable Urban Development Program (EIB, AFD, CDC) aims to identify and raise awareness about innovative 
urban development projects, while promoting knowledge exchange among urban developers in the region.

COUNTRIES TARGETED
Countries of the Southern  
and Northern Mediterranean.

PARTNERS
CMI in partnership with AFD, Agence des Villes et Territoires 
Méditerranéens Durables (Avitem), CDC, Cities Alliance, CODATU, 
GIZ, EIB, MedCities, World Bank, United Cities and Local Governments 
(UCLG), UCLG-MEWA.

REGIONAL CONTEXT
The MENA region is facing demographic pressure and rapid urbanization: while the region is currently 60% 
urbanized, it will experience a projected 45% increase of its urban population by 2030 (equal to 106 million 
additional urban inhabitants). Concentrating populations and resources, cities in MENA have represented 
powerful engines of growth. Yet the urbanization process has also contributed to concentrating and 
exacerbating socio-economic inequalities within growing urban territories, between larger and smaller 
cities, and between cities and their hinterlands. Generated and anchored in Arab cities, the Arab Spring 
uprisings well illustrated the growing demands for sustainable and good quality urban services for all, 
especially from populations living in areas with poorer amenities. Those demands included calls for greater 
decentralization, accountability mechanisms, and giving a voice to those who have traditionally been voiceless. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT  
AND TERRITORIAL COHESION
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As part of the high-visibility Mediterranean Economic Week 2015, a one-day conference of donors, 
civil society, local authorities, businesses and representatives of youth from 8 Mediterranean countries 
(Algeria, Egypt, France, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Portugal and Tunisia) provided an opportunity to 
analyze and discuss measures taken at different scales for more inclusive territories and improved 
territorial cohesion. 

The CMI convened, at two Urban Hub meetings, active 
partners collaborating on urban programs. They agreed on 
a more focused approach to territorial cohesion and spatial 
disparities, and developed a work plan of joint activities 
including: analytical work on territorial cohesion in the 
Mediterranean basin (position paper; stocktaking  
of policies; catalogue of best practices), a knowledge 
event (a regional conference), and a possible community 
of practice to disseminate the analytical work, and further 
exchanges on successful/ challenging experiences related  
to territorial cohesion. 

SELECTED OUTCOMES

TERRITORIAL COHESION – URBAN JOINT ACTIVITIES

Building consensus and networks 

Building consensus and networks 

PUBLIC DEBATE ON “TERRITORIAL COHESION AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN A MEDITERRANEAN REGION 
UNDERGOING TRANSITION”

AGREEMENT REACHED ON JOINT ACTIVITIES IN TERRITORIAL COHESION AGENDA IN MEDITERRANEAN 
BY URBAN HUB PARTNERS 

27  panelists from 8 Mediterranean countries debated territorial cohesion 

11   development institutions developed a common work plan on territorial cohesion
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CoMun (GIZ) contributed to local democracy, by establishing  
10 one-stop-shops (citizen spaces) in Tunisian municipalities, 
where citizens receive fast and client-friendly services from 
their city administration, such as building permits, business 
licenses, birth certificates etc. The program has also established 
cooperation mechanisms between municipal administrations  
and civil society, in particular with the young generation, as well 
as participatory budget planning and other procedures to  
promote regular participation by citizens.

Developing pilots and innovative solutions 

MY CITY IS MY FRIEND: INNOVATIVE ONE-STOP-SHOPS IN TUNISIAN MUNICIPALITIES 
ALLOWED FOR ENHANCED LOCAL DEMOCRACY

 GIZ/CoMun scaled up support for good practices in urban management 
and local democracy through learning networks involving Moroccan  
and Tunisians mayors and city practitioners, on 9 themes. 

 Caisse des Depots, as part of the SUD-MED program, organized the 
annual conference of the Network of Mediterranean Sustainable Urban 
Developers, with the aim of identifying best practices and levers for 
designing and implementing sustainable urban projects, focusing this 
year on: skills and operating methods. 

 AFD and CODATU in May 2016 launched a Community of Practice on 
urban transport facilitated by the CMI. A first newsletter was released 
and a first successful webinar was staged from the MEDCop22 in 
Tangiers, Morocco, in July 2016.

ENCOURAGING COOPERATION AMONG EXISTING URBAN PROGRAMS

Building consensus and networks 

MEDITERRANEAN LEARNING NETWORK; COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE (COP) OF MUNICIPALITIES, URBAN 
DEVELOPERS AND URBAN TRANSPORT PRACTITIONERS BUILT AND SUSTAINED 

In an event organized by AFD and CODATU, a senior official from 
Morocco presented the reforms implemented in this country for 
financing urban transport (as a result of a previous CMI workshop), 
during Jordan’s National Days of Urban Transport (26-28 October, 
2015). As one of the results, a study tour was organized in Morocco 
for a Jordanian delegation of parliamentarians and representatives  
of the Amman municipality. 

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

SOUTH-TO-SOUTH EXCHANGE ON URBAN TRANSPORT ALLOWED FOR MUTUAL LEARNING  
AND TRAINING BETWEEN MOROCCO AND JORDAN
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The October 2015 “National Urban Transport Days” workshop in Jordan addressed the fundamentals 
of Jordan’s urban transport systems and identified top priorities in terms of governance, financing, 
planning and regulation, and stakeholders’ involvement. Particular attention was paid to medium-
sized, growing cities like Irbid and Zarqa and to inter-city transport, to achieve a balanced regional 
development. Concrete priority actions were identified at the workshop and put together in a Roadmap. 
The Transportation Ministry and experts welcomed the work and requested further support in the 
development of an Action Plan for Urban Mobility and building up capacities in the field of urban 
transport. Technical assistance to respond to this request is under assessment by the EU in the field  
of the Euromed programme.

The European Investment Bank, in partnership with ASCIMER, organized the “Implementation of 
smart city projects in the Mediterranean region” event in Casablanca (October 2016). The event 
included discussion of good practices in Smart initiatives and a site visit to Zenata project, one of EIB’s 
flagship projects for sustainable development. The smart cities project aims at contributing to cities’ 
economic development through encouraging integrated planning and management solutions. 

Producing analysis and strategies 

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

A DRAFT ROADMAP FROM THE NATIONAL DAYS OF URBAN TRANSPORT, IN JORDAN,  
WILL BE FURTHER DEVELOPED BY THE AUTHORITIES

GOOD PRACTICES IN SMART INITIATIVES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN REGION DISSEMINATED AND DISCUSSED

50  Municipalities exchanging experiences regularly    9   thematic learning networks  

7  Jordanian officials involved in study tour   60  participants in the CoP’s first webinar 

17  Mediterranean Urban developers 
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Several development institutions based in Marseille organized the 1st Summer School on the 
Sustainable Development Goals. This regional event gathered more than 300 tertiary education 
students, researchers and experts from Northern and Southern Mediterranean countries, as well as 
Sub-Saharan Africa. The CMI participated in the plenary session on “The New Challenges Facing 
the South of the Mediterranean” and co-organized a workshop on “Water as Key Development 
Factor in the Mediterranean” with Plan Bleu. During the plenary session, the CMI highlighted the new 
challenges in the Mediterranean and the need to provide regional public goods and to focus efforts 
on youth. The workshop on water discussed solutions to common Mediterranean water challenges, 
such as the economic approach to water demand management, natural resources as a tool to ensure 
stability in the region and network efficiency in water recovery and provision for all. 

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

1ST SUMMER SCHOOL ON THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (MARSEILLE, FRANCE, 8-13 JULY 2016)

SELECTED OUTCOMES

REGIONAL EVENTS
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Since 2013, high-level officials from central banks and ministries of finance around the 
Mediterranean gather at the CMI to share experiences in financial stability issues and to consider 
whether approaches that have worked in one jurisdiction can work elsewhere. This conference 
series is a partnership between Banque de France, the World Bank’s Finance and Markets Global 
Practice, and the CMI. This year’s edition “Financing the Real Economy Post-Crisis: Experiences in 
the Euro-Mediterranean Area” gathered participants from Albania, Croatia, France, Italy, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Montenegro, Morocco, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, the European Central Bank (ECB), OECD, 
and European Commission to share policy experiences in supporting the financing of SMEs and 
infrastructure. Earlier conferences focused on the implications of global financial reforms for central 
banks (2013), workout of non-performing assets and bank restructuring (2014), and the interplay of 
micro– and macroprudential frameworks (2015).

Disseminating and mainstreaming knowledge 

CONFERENCE ON BANKING REGULATION (MARSEILLE, FRANCE, 25-26 MAY 2016)

Energy and development experts gathered in a side event 
to the COP21 that the CMI organized to implement the 
recommendations formulated during the MEDCOP21 
in June 2015 in Marseille. This event, entitled “Toward 
a Mediterranean Energy Market,” was attended by 30 
participants and concluded that now is the perfect time 
for Mediterranean countries to join the “energy transition” 
movement and commit to Mediterranean integration to 
support renewable energy scale-up to stimulate jobs, growth 
and competiveness. As a follow-up, the CMI organized, 
during the MEDCOP22 in Tangier, a plenary session on 
“Energy Transition and Mediterranean Integration,” gathering 
a multitude of stakeholders to address the necessary 
actions within the Mediterranean region to accelerate the 
implementation of the Paris Agreement. (see details in 
“Climate Change – Energy” section). 

Building consensus and networks 

CMI MOBILIZATION FOR COP21 AND MEDCOP22 (PARIS, FRANCE, 30 NOVEMBER – 12 DECEMBER 2015; AND 
TANGIER, MOROCCO, 18-19 JULY 2015)
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The Mediterranean Economic Week is a partnership-based initiative whose objective is to bring to 
light the economic expertise of the area and to boost meetings among the participants in economic 
development in the area to be able to exchange and debate economic issues of the Mediterranean  
and Eastern countries. In 2014, the CMI organized a conference on “Tourism in the Mediterranean: 
Driving Integrated and Sustainable Development, Enhancing Heritage and Cultural Exchanges”. 
The 2015 edition focused on “Cities and Territories, Drivers for Economic Development in the 
Mediterranean.” In this framework, the CMI co-organised a regional debate with the Provence-Alpes-
Côte d’Azur Region on “Territorial Cohesion and Inclusive Growth in a Mediterranean Undergoing 
Transition,” which gathered high-level government representatives from Algeria, Malta, Morocco and 
Tunisia along with representatives from different institutions and NGOs and was attended by about 
300 participants (see details in “Urban Development and Territorial Cohesion” section). This year’s 
edition will focus on “Digital Technology: for a Connected Mediterranean,” including a session co-
organized by the CMI, the French Agency for Development, and the World Bank.

Building consensus and networks

MEDITERRANEAN ECONOMIC WEEK (MARSEILLE, FRANCE, 4-7 NOVEMBER 2015) 

At the request of the newly established Italian Agency for 
Development and Cooperation, the CMI along with the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and CIHEAM, organized the first strategic 
seminar focusing on the Mediterranean, in Florence (Italy) on 
5 July 2016. The CMI moderated the panel on “Human Capital: 
promoting Mediterranean youth inclusion,” focusing on education 
and competitiveness, migration, mobility and value chains. The 
discussions held during the day contributed to the creation of an Italian 
development agenda for the Mediterranean region. Two other panels 
dealt with “Productive and Social Capital,” and the “Natural Capital.” 

Building consensus and networks

THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ITALIAN COOPERATION SYSTEM: A COMMON VISION FOR 
SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT (FLORENCE, ITALY, 5 JULY 2016) 
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OBJECTIVES

The work program is structured around two pillars: 

1. Promoting opportunities for young people to express themselves: facilitate dialogue and engagement to 
connect youth at local, national and regional levels from across the Mediterranean and enable them to 
build and express powerful narratives.

2. Promoting economic opportunities: boost the entrepreneurial culture and promote innovation spaces.

REGIONAL CONTEXT

The decision of the CMI’s Oversight Committee in June 2015 to focus on youth constituted a fundamental 
shift in the CMI’s priorities. Since then, the CMI has placed youth at the center of its work by adopting it as 
an overarching theme.

Among the many challenges Mediterranean countries are facing, youth inclusion is by far the most 
critical, complex and longstanding social issue. While youth make up a large share of the population, 
with more than 30% in most southern Mediterranean countries, members of this demographic group 
face various types of adversity and exclusion. Several recent studies and polls have shown that youth 
are disenchanted and in despair. They live a dramatic rupture from the state and policy makers, who 
are seen as unresponsive to their concerns and needs. They have a sense of social injustice, and lack of 
dignity. As such, there is a high risk of seeing increasing numbers of Mediterranean young people fall prey 
to delinquency, radicalism, violent militancy and illegal migration. This is not only a threat to economic 
development, but also to political stability.

COUNTRIES TARGETED
Countries of the southern Mediterranean.

PARTNERS
CMI, World Bank, Anna Lindh Foundation.

YOUTH (OVERARCHING THEME)
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SELECTED OUTCOMES

In an effort to bridge the gap between youth and decision makers, and with the objective of including 
the youth perspective and their concerns and priorities in the design of CMI activities, four young 
entrepreneurs from Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia steered a discussion with high-level 
representatives from governments and development institutions on the challenges facing young social 
enterprises in the MENA region. The venue was the 7th CMI annual meeting (Marseille, France, 30 
November, 2015).

Consensus building and networks

YOUTH AND DECISION MAKERS: FRANK TALK ON CONCRETE OBSTACLES FACING ENTREPRENEURS

The World Bank Group and the CMI invited a group of young opinion-leaders to weigh in on the 
barriers that youth face in their countries. Thirty young influencers, activists, entrepreneurs,  
and networkers, gathered to brainstorm about the region’s challenges, discuss strategic priorities for 
youth engagement and identify opportunities to foster solutions for now and the future. This is one  
of the preliminary steps in shaping the CMI’s work on its youth agenda, notably on ways to give youth 
a voice and increase their opportunities.

Consensus building and networks

ENGAGING MENA YOUTH IN SHAPING ITS OWN FUTURE

200  start-up proposals received   15   videos with activists and 

entrepreneurs   30  influencers and activists convened
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Three female-led teams from Beirut and Cairo were the winners of the Grand Finale of the 

“Women for Resilient Cities Start-up Competition” organized by the World Bank and the CMI, 

(Marseille, 11 September 2015). The event brought together seven finalist teams along with 

business incubators and local stakeholders from across the MENA region, in addition to World 

Bank partners. Finalists pitched their business proposals in front of the selection committee, 

which then selected the ventures that best supported urban resilience and offered the winning 

teams a year of business support services. The competition contributes to unlocking the 

potential for self-employment opportunities of women in MENA, of whom only 25% participate 

in the labor market. This is particularly relevant in a region where 62% of the population live 

in cities, and where the region’s rapid urbanization increases the exposure of people and 

economic assets to disaster events.

Developing pilots and innovative solutions

ENABLING WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS FOR RESILIENT CITIES
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Partnerships lie at the heart of the CMI’s mission. 
Members and partners have allowed the CMI to 
become a unique permanent space for dialogue 
in the Mediterranean region, bringing together 
countries, international financial institutions,  
and local authorities, alongside non-governmental 
organisations and regional and sectoral networks. 
This plurality, both in the members’ and partners’ 
natures and activities, makes the CMI stronger in  
an increasingly challenging Mediterranean region.

FINDING AN EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN 
NORTH AND SOUTH
A stronger partnership allowing both northern  
and southern countries to benefit from exchanges 
of knowledge and practices is crucial to providing 
regional public goods across the Mediterranean.
For this reason in 2015 the partnership was 
successfully extended to Italy, the Palestinian 
Authority, and the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur 
Region, as well as to an observer, the European 
Union (through the participation of the European 
External Action Service).

In 2016 the CMI pursued its efforts to increase the 

participation of northern Mediterranean countries; 
Greece became the Center’s 13th member. 

On the partners’ side, the GIZ also confirmed 
its close ties with the CMI by sending two 
representatives who are hosted at the Center’s 
headquarters, alongside AFD and the French 
Ministry of Environment, Energy and the Sea. For 
the first time since its relation with the CMI, GIZ 
also agreed to contribute to the CMI Multi-Donor 
Trust Fund.

In 2016, memoranda of understanding were signed 
with AFD and UNIMED. The CMI will further broaden 
its convening power by the forthcoming signature of 
an MOU with the Anna Lindh Foundation.

MOVING FORWARD TO A BROADER 
MEDITERRANEAN REPRESENTATION
Next steps will seek to widen the participation  
of Northern countries, as well as—for the South—
Algeria in particular. 

Efforts will also continue in working more with 
international financial institutions and other 
international organizations. 

PARTNERSHIPS
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FULL SPEED AHEAD 

Communication featured among the CMI’s priorities 
for the year 2016. Communication is fundamental to 
the CMI’s effectiveness. It increases the efficiency 
of knowledge sharing, gives resonance to dialogue, 
strengthens the impact of programs, facilitates 
partnerships and paves the way for fundraising. 

In 2016, efforts focused on implementing and 
stepping up the communication strategy laid out 
in the 2015-2018 Strategic Business plan. After 
laying the groundwork in 2015 by clarifying CMI’s 
identity, optimizing channels (website, social media), 
sealing media partnerships, efforts in 2016 focused 
on strategizing content for increased visibility 
and optimized knowledge sharing. This was done 
through: 

MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
 Efficient mobilization of CMI/ France Médias 
Monde partnership:  

Building on the memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) between the CMI and France Médias 
Monde Group, signed in May 2015, this innovative 
partnership was leveraged to communicate on 
a number of strategic themes. France Médias 
Monde is the public media group in charge of 
French international broadcasting and comprises 
the news channels France 24 (broadcasting in 

COMMUNICATION 

three languages: French, Arabic and English), 
the international radio station Radio France 
Internationale (RFI – broadcasting in thirteen 
languages) and the Arabic-language radio station 
Monte Carlo Doualiya. Every week, RFI, France 
24 and Monte Carlo Doualiya attract more than 
90 million listeners and viewers. France Médias 
Monde’s new digital media platforms attract 23.4 
million visitors a month and around 24 million 
followers on social media. For example, and 
for just one partnership event on the welfare of 
Syrian refugees and host communities, a total 
of 25 interviews with participants were secured, 
including a radio debate show recorded at the site 
of the event, and a one-hour live TV debate show. 

 Partnership with youth media platforms: 

In line with CMI’s new focus on youth and 
in an effort to engage with the wealth of 
citizen initiatives in the region, a campaign for 
women’s day was conducted in collaboration 
with Raseef22 regional online platform. On the 
theme of refugees, a partnership was made 
with SouriaLi, a Syrian grassroots citizen radio, 
resulting in an exhibit of positive refugee stories, 
the production of a video, the production of a 
blog, and the participation of CMI in a SouriaLi/
Radio Grenouille show “Côte à côte,” in addition 
to other initiatives.
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Statistics demonstrate impact

Media coverage on the rise: 140 mentions of the CMI in 2016, 
in local and regional media.
New website reaps results: Since the launch of the new website 
in 2015, and compared to statistics from the previous website, 
the number of users increased by 270%.
Facebook kicks off: One year after its launch, the CMI Facebook 
page gathered more than 100,000 followers from the 
Mediterranean region.
Newsletter on constant increase: 25 issues produced so far. The 
number of views increased around twofold compared to the 
newsletter’s first issue produced in April 2014, passing from 
392 views for issue 1, to 852 views for issue 25.

In 2016, opportunities for knowledge dissemination, 
including peer-learning events, were increased 
through the design of efficient knowledge sharing 
instruments: 

 CMI-facilitated Platform for Communities of 
Practice:  

of practice, the MENA CoP on sustainable urban 
transport, jointly managed with CODATU and 
AFD, was also established and operating. It too 
conducted two virtual workshops. 

 Dedicated learning and exchange platforms:  
A private Facebook community “Host Municipalities 
Network” was created. The platform is designed to 
offer a privileged space for municipalities hosting 
refugees to exchange information and learn from 
each others’ experiences and best practices to 
ensure the common welfare of host communities.

Thematic newsletters: The CMI launched a 
thematic newsletter on “Mediterranean Refugees 
and Migrants.” Produced on a quarterly basis, this 
newsletter compiles groundbreaking solutions for 
refugee hosting which are being implemented by 
actors around the Mediterranean at all levels  
of society and government. Other ad-hoc 
newsletters were produced, notably on “Paradigm 
Shifts in Tertiary Education: Improved Governance 
and Quality for Competitiveness and Employability.”

 Online knowledge base on Mediterranean 
Refugees and Host Communities was created: 
It offers evidence-based analyses and innovative 
actions and solutions to help communities develop 

launched in 2015, the initiative was set in motion in 
2016 with two communities of practice set up and 
operating. The first one, the MENA Community of 
Practice on Employment and Social Safety Nets, 
managed jointly with the World Bank, offers a 
space for practitioners from the region to share 
their operational experience on issues related to 
the design and implementation of employment, 
and social safety net, programs. Two virtual 
workshops were conducted. Another community 

EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE SHARING OPTIONS
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Example of a communication package:  
zoom in on the refugee work

Three one hour debate TV shows (Arabic, French, English)  
    co-produced with France 24 and MuCEM

Quarterly multi-partner thematic newsletter
Partnership with youth citizen radio SouriaLi
A private Facebook group for Host Municipalities 
An online knowledge base
20 blogs
A social media campaign “What do refugees bring to their 
host communities?”
25 media interviews
Cross promotion on partners’ platforms: SouriaLi, World 

Bank, AFD, UNHCR, etc.



#Superpowerna (our superpower) campaign
In MENA, the young have been the force of change. It is the youth who have started revolutions, led their countries to freedom  
and made history. To mark International Youth Day, the CMI conducted a social media campaign in which ten of the region’s most 
inspiring youth speak about their generation’s achievements, challenges, dreams and legacy. 

more effective responses to the refugee crisis. This 
is essential to boosting actors’ capacities to work 
towards the common welfare of refugees and host 
communities.

content. Subjects included employment, 
radicalization, refugees, youth entrepreneurship, 
climate change, the Mediterranean energy 
market, education, university governance, etc. 
Blogs were often cross-promoted on partners’ 
channels.

Videos: A total of 48 videos were produced this 
year, giving voices to civil society and practitioners 
from the North and the South of the Mediterranean 
on a number of issues, notably entrepreneurship, 
youth, refugees, among others. 

Web applications: The second version of the 
University Governance Screening Card was 
developed. This innovative online application 
enables institutions of tertiary education in the 
MENA region to benchmark themselves with 
other institutions in the region as well as with 
international standards, define their unique sets  
of goals and establish individualized benchmarks 
to assess their progress in achieving them. So far, 
a total of 160 tertiary education institutions in the 
region have taken part in the exercise.

Live tweeting: Live tweeting in Arabic, French 
and English was provided for several events.

 Webpages: More than 36 event news webpages 
were published on the CMI website.

 Monthly newsletter: A monthly CMI newsletter 
was produced and disseminated to 6K+ recipients 
in MENA and beyond..

 Conference Material: The CMI focused on 
capturing the wealth of knowledge, practices  
and solutions that was exchanged throughout the 
various workshops. More than 286 conference 
materials (experts’ PowerPoint presentations, 
workshop summary reports, etc.), as well as  
75 reports and studies, are now published on the 
CMI external website and accessible to all. 

PACKAGING AND CUSTOMIZING 
KNOWLEDGE
In 2016, efforts focused on having knowledge 
customized and packaged in formats that are readily 
usable by decision makers, practitioners, civil 
society, youth and media. As often as possible, the 
Center made content available in Arabic, French, 
and English. Priority was given to blogs, multimedia 
products and data visualization. 

Blogs: A total of 69 blogs were produced, most 
of which were published in all three languages 
(Arabic, French and English). The CMI engaged 
with guest bloggers from civil society, partner 
organizations and regional experts for generating 
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FUNDING AND EXPENDITURES

THE CMI HAS THREE SOURCES OF FUNDING
 Financing from the World Bank

 A Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF), made up of contributions from the French Ministry  
of Foreign Affairs and International Development, the European Investment Bank (EIB), the French 
Development Agency (AFD), Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC), the French Ministry  
of Economy and Finance, the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region, and the governments of Jordan and 
Tunisia. 

 Direct contributions from the partners for specific programs and general support.

Since the CMI’s establishment in 2009, total contributions from all three funding sources stand at US$47.7 
million. Table 1 provides an overview of contributions for fiscal years 2010-16 (the fiscal year runs from 
July 1 to June 30). It shows that contributions from the World Bank amounted to US$19.5 million for the 
period. Over the same period, total MDTF contributions were US$9.9 million. Direct contributions from 
partners, including monetary and in-kind is estimated by the partners, amount to US$18.3 million. 

Table 2 shows the breakdown of resources contributed to current activities by the World Bank, the 
MDTF, and partners from CMI inception to June 30, 2016. The table shows: i) the total allocation to 
CMI themes and by source of funding, and ii) the resources allocated to cross-cutting activities at the 
Coordination Unit, such as CMI governance, program support, and communications. The latter totaled 
US$15.1 million, including US$12.4 million from the World Bank, US$1.3 million from the MDTF.  
The City of Marseille Villa and offices are put at the disposal of the CMI, in co-use with other institutions, 
reflecting a value of US$1.4 million. 

Table 3 (Annex 1) shows the breakdown of resources contributed to completed activities by the World 
Bank, the MDTF, and partners from CMI inception to June 30, 2016. 

OVERVIEW OF CMI
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World Bank Contribution

To Business Areas

To Center Administration

Partner Contribution to MDTF

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development

European Investment Bank (EIB)

Agence Française de Développement (AFD)

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)

French Ministry of Economy  and Finance (MINEFI)

Region Provence Alpes-Cote D'Azur (PACA)

Government of Jordan

Tunisian Ministry of Development and International Cooperation

Trust Fund Investment Income and Fees

Other Partner Contribution /1

Agence Française de Développement (AFD)

Caisse des Depots et Consignations (CDC)

Cities Alliance

City of Marseille

City of Marseille (in-Kind) /2

European Investment Bank (EIB)

European Training Foundation (ETF)

Global Environement Facility (GEF)

Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR)

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO)

International Water Assocation (IWA)

League of Arab States (LAS)

French Ministère de l'Ecologie, du Développement durable et de l'Energie (MEDDE)

Migration Policy Center

Morocco Governance Transition Fund

Nordic Trust Fund (NTF)

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

Plan Bleu

Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility Sub-National Technical Assistance (PPIAF_SNTA)

Private Companies

Region Provence Alpes-Cote D'Azur (PACA)

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

World Bank Water Partnership Program (WPP)

Others

FY10

2,254

754

1,500

FY11

2,873

2,889

833

1,353

2,040

597

535

285

300

-

-

-

(181)

FY12

3,926

3,278

1,926

2,641

2,000

392

257

134

-

-

-

-

(147)

FY13

2,713

197

1,133

-

1,580

192

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

FY14

2,996

1,347

1,070

-

1,926

812

419

132

-

-

-

48

(64)

FY15

2,564

620

775

1,789

-

-

340

118

-

111

70

-

(20)

FY16

2,169

1,600

634

1,005

1,535

331

-

112

226

-

-

-

(74)

FY10-16

19,494

9,931

18,284

7,124

4,999

3,207

1,451

1,045

12,370

2,325

1,180

203

100

1,551

250

100

142

782

435

250

70

526

1,431

102

653

111

1,659

100

100

70

152

730

998

48

3,000

375

(481)

430

122

TOTAL
(USD 1000)

/1 Based on information (includes staff and in-kind) provided by partners at estimated exchange rates.

/2 City of Marseille Villa and offices put at the disposal of CMI in co-use with other institutions.

TABLE 1: FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2010-16, COVERING PERIODS BETWEEN 1 JULY 
AND 30 JUNE
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Education/ Innovation/ Employability

Refugees and mobility

Urban Development

Violent extremism

Sub-Total

Coordination 

Available Trust Fund Balance  
as of June 30. 2016

Grand Total 

Completed Programs and activities from 
2010-2016 (see Annex 1 for breakdown)

Climate  
Change

Water

Energy

Youth

GeneralRegional 
Events

World Bank  
Contribution

MDTF  
Contribution

Partner 
Contribution

Sum

(USD 1000)

1,775

1,219

316

96

3,149

12,359

7,135

19,494

355

140

85

-

4,385

2,770

5,112

146

13,741

15,071

2,020

30,619

47,710

3,026

1,286

135

18

884

455

993

50

2,893

1,274

2,020

6,639

9,932

400

946

-

18

1,726

1,096

3,803

-

7,699

1,439

16,845

18,284

2,271

200

50

-

TABLE 2: WORLD BANK, MDTF AND PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS TO CURRENT PROGRAMS  
 AND ACTIVITIES FOR FISCAL YEARS 2010-2016
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ANNEXES

MEMBERS OF THE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 2016
Members oversee processes in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding, paying strong 
attention to strategy, programs, partnerships, and overall orientation. The Oversight Committee vets new 
programs, reviews program content, and discusses the use of the Multi-Donor Trust Fund. 

EGYPT

- Ms. Dina Safwat, Senior Research Officer
  Ministry of International Cooperation 

FRANCE

- Ms. Sandrine Gaudin, Assistant Secretary 
for Bilateral Affairs and International Business 
Development, Directorate General of the 
Treasury, Ministry of the Economy, Industry 
 and the Digital Sector, Ministry of Finance  
and Public Accounts

- Ms. Anne-Marie Descôtes, Director General  
for Globalization, Development and Partnerships, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 
Development

- Ms. Marie-Hélène Loison, Director, 
Mediterranean and Middle-East Department, 
Agence Française de Développement

- Mr. Laurent Zylberberg, Director of Institutional, 
International and European Relations, Caisse des 
dépôts et consignations

- Mr. Guillaume Huet, Head of Unit, Provence-
Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region 

GREECE

- H.E. Mr. Efthymios Efthymiades, Director for 
International Economic Relations & Development 
Cooperation, Ministry for Foreign Affairs

ITALY

- Mr. Enrico Granara, Minister Plenipotentiary 

Coordinator for Multilateral Affairs in the 

Mediterranean and the Middle East, Italian 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

JORDAN

- Ms. Zeina Toukan, Director, International 

Cooperation, Ministry of Planning  

and International Cooperation

LEBANON

- Mr. Alain Bifani, General Director, Ministry  

of Finance

MOROCCO

- Mr. Mohammed Chafiki, Director, Economic 

Studies and Financial Forecast, Ministry  

of Economy and Finance

PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY

- Ms. Laila Sbaih Eghraib, Acting Director General 

of International Relations and Projects, Ministry 

of Finance

TUNISIA

- Mr. Fethi Ben Mimoun, Euro-Mediterranean 

Cooperation, Ministry of Finance, Development, 

and International Cooperation

EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK

- Mr. Henry Marty-Gauquié, Honorary Director

THE WORLD BANK GROUP

- Mr. Mourad Ezzine, World Bank, CMI Manager 

and Oversight Committee Chair
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Name

Green Growth

Environmental Health Initiative

Knowledge Economy

Data Improvement and Quality in 
Access initiative (DIQA)

Open Government Initiative

Public Procurement Reform

Arab Youth Initiative

Integrated Risk Management

Cities and Climate Change

Strategic Urban Development

Cities for a New Generation

MUDUN  (Joint Work Program)

ART (Articulation des Reseaux  
Territoriaux) - Local Empowerment

Public-Private Partnerships

Grand Total

World Bank  
Contribution

MDTF  
Contribution

Partner 
Contribution

Sum

(USD 1000)

321

5

259

58

232

-

878

256

306

445

317

68

(4)

7

3,149

4,402

119

968

110

1,417

31

1,715

406

944

1,251

763

540

879

195

13,741

646

58

527

52

180

31

409

150

40

87

346

222

120

25

2,893

3,435

56

182

-

1,005

-

429

-

598

719

100

250

762

163

7,699

WORLD BANK, MDTF AND PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMPLETED PROGRAMS 
AND ACTIVITIES FOR FISCAL YEARS 2010-2016
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AArU 

AFD  

AfDB

AMPCC

ANAPEC

ASCIMER

AUDI

AYI

CDC

CEFEB

 
CEO

CEREMA

 

CFAD

 
CIHEAM

Association of Arab Universities

French Development Agency (Agence française de développement)

African Development Bank

Moroccan Association of Mayors (Association marocaine des présidents des conseils 
communaux)

National Agency for the Promotion of Employment and Skills (Agence nationale de 
promotion de l’emploi et des competences), Morocco

Assessing Smart City Initiatives for the Mediterranean Region

Arab Urban Development Institute

Arab Youth Initiative

Caisse des dépôts et consignations, France

Center for Financial, Economic and Banking Studies (Centre d’études financières, 
économiques et bancaires)

Chief Executive Officer

Center for Studies and Expertise on Risks, Environment, Mobility, and Urban  
and Country Planning (Centre d’études et d’expertise sur les risques, l’environnement, 
la mobilité et l’aménagement), France

Center for Training and Support to Decentralization (Centre de formation à l’appui  
de la decentralisation), Tunisia

International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies (Centre 
international de hautes études agronomiques méditerranéennes)
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CODATU

 
CoMun

CoP

CRPM

 
DGCL

 
DGCPL

 
DST

EBRD

EC

ECB

EU

FMM

FNVT

GFDRR

GIZ

 
IASP

ICMPD

IFC

IIEP

ILO

INSEAD

IPEMED

 
IRC

ISESCO

LUTP

MEDCOP21

MEDDE

Cooperation for Urban Mobility in the Developing World (Coopération pour le 
Développement et l’Amélioration des Transport Urbains et Périurbains)

Cooperation of Cities and Municipalities in the Maghreb Region

Community of Practice

Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe (Conférence des Régions 
Périphériques Maritimes d'Europe)

General Directorate for Local Government (Direction générale des collectivités 
locales), Morocco

General Directorate for Local Government (Direction générale des collectivités 
publiques et locales), Tunisia

German Association of Cities (Deutscher Städtetag)

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

European Commission

European Central Bank

European Union

France Médias Monde Group

National Federation of Tunisian Cities (Fédération nationale des villes tunisiennes)

Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery

German Federal Enterprise for International Cooperation (Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit)

International Association of Science Parks and Areas of Innovation

International Centre for Migration and Policy Development

International Finance Corporation

International Institute for Education Planning

International Labour Organization

Graduate business school

Economic Foresight Institute for the Mediterranean Region (Institut de prospective 
économique du monde méditerranéen)

International Rescue Committee

Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

Leaders in Urban Transport Planning

Mediterranean Conference on Climate, June 2015

Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development, and Energy (Ministère de l’écologie, 
du développement durable et de l’énergie), France
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MENA

MoU

MuCEM

NGO

OECD

ONEE

 
ONEMA

 
PACA

PIK

 
Plan Bleu

 
PPIAF

SDGs 

SMEs

SONEDE

 
STP 

SWEEP-Net

 
UCLG

UCLG-MEWA

UfM

UPFI 

UKP

UNEP

UN-ESCWA

UNDP

UNHCR 

UNIMED 

WAMA-Net 

WB

WBG

WSC

Middle East and North Africa

Memorandum of Understanding

Museum of European and Mediterranean Civilizations

non-governmental organization

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

National Office for Electricity and Drinking Water (Office national de l’électricite et 
de l’eau potable), Morocco

National Agency for Water and Aquatic Environments (Office national de l’eau et 
des milieux aquatiques), France

Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region, France

Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (Potsdam-Institut für 
Klimafolgenforschung), Germany

Plan Bleu for Environment and Development in the Mediterranean (environnement 
et développement en Méditerranée)

Private Participation in Infrastructure Advisory Facility

Sustainable Development Goals 

Small and medium-sized enterprises

National Public Water Supply Utility (Société nationale d’exploitation et de 
distribution des eaux), Tunisia

science and technology park

The Regional Solid Waste Exchange of Information and Expertise Network in 
Mashreq and Maghreb Countries

United Cities and Local Governments

United Cities and Local Government Middle East and West Africa

Union for the Mediterranean

Urban Projects Finance Initiative

Urbanization Knowledge Platform

United Nations Environment Programme

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia

United Nations Development Program

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

Mediterranean Universities Union

Waste Management Network, Tunisia

The World Bank

World Bank Group

Water Service Corporation, Malta
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